Abstract-The aim of this paper is to study some strategies that are possible to use in solving the exercises in undergraduate complex function textbooks. Furthermore, it will be studied the indicators of mathematical reasoning ability that appear in the exercises. The results of this study indicate the type of exercises that can be used to develop certain indicators of mathematical reasoning abilities. The results show that most of the exercises require only procedural capability, while concept-based exercises require reasoning skills ranging from simple to complex.
I. INTRODUCTION
The estuary from the purpose of high education according to Law Constitution Number 12 Year 2012 is the exposing of high education alumnae to the public in devotion and research that reasoning basis in order to increasing the prosperity and educate nation's life. Reasoning as the basis of research activity and meaningful devotion that all of activity in purpose to increasing the prosperity and educate the nation must based on logical thinking. Reasoning in this case is the foundation of thought and decision making related with problem, needs, solution and advantages that is gotten.
In Permenristekdikti Number 44 Year 2015 are stated three aspects in High education Graduates Competence Standard. One of three aspects is knowledge aspect. This aspect includes concept comprehension, theory, method, and/or philosophy in certain knowledge systematically that is gained from reasoning and learning process. The thing that needs to be underlined is learning process for comprehending certain knowledge involves the reasoning process inside. Specifically, at Program Study of Mathematic Education, the increasing of mathematic reasoning ability should be integrated in every subject.
The process of solving problem is hoped not only stop until get the final score. University student is also hoped can understand the rationalization in solution that is gotten. Therefore, build argument and defend argument is very important ability for university student. With this ability, university student can mean every procedure that is done in getting settlement.
Mathematics reasoning is activity to connect new knowledge with the knowledge that have already possessed. Furthermore, The real reasoning is reset the knowledge that have already gotten. Mathematics reasoning includes the ability to find conjecture, analysis, evaluation, generalization, connection, synthetic, unroutine resolving problem and justification or proofing. From the opinion above, it can be concluded that reasoning can be meaned as activity and ability. In activity context, reasoning has a strong relationship with thinking activity. Meanwhile, in ability context, commonly someone who reasoning is able to analyses and make conclusion related with problem based on data, fact, and symptom.
There are some things that can support the development of university student's reasoning. One of them is with doing reasoning tasks. Task in this case such as exercise, has important role to push the development of understanding and reasoning for university student. [6] states that "new task" where the resolving procedure indirectly available or ready to used will push the university student for optimizing mathemic knowledges that already had before. The result of the research by [3] states that mathematic component in mathematic reasoning task can support mathematical reasoning. Reasoning is used in solving problem (Mathematic task) and also for deciding is the solution from the problem is right. The university student will involve into mathematical reasoning when is asked to conclude logically, recognize kind and justification level, and uses mathematic language for making explanation.
Mathematics' task is always existing in every text book that is used in college. Text book has important role in colleague process. This thing is the same as [2] states that text book is the most important artifact in mathematics education. [1] states that text book is main source for implementing the lecture and exercise for university student. The text book that facilitate university student with reasoning task will push the university student for developing the ability of reasoning.
[1] stated that most of students' activities in the class is finishing the task in the text book. However, [5] states that most of university student do not have time for finishing all recommended task in text book. Therefore, the role of lecture in choosing and filtering the task from the text book that is used much needed in learning process. By finishing the appropriate task, the ability of university student will develop based on the arranged `purposes.
Based on the description above, it is necessary to analyze the indicator of mathematical reasoning in text book that is used at complex function courses in college. By knowing the mathematical reasoning indicator in the exercises of Complex Faction text book, lecturer can choose the right task for developing the certain ability. The right task is hoped can support the achievement of learning purposes that have already designed.
II. METHODOLOGY
The methodology that is used in this research is analytic descriptive method. Descriptive method is used to identify and explain the element that is glazed in this research. Analytic method is used to describe and review the exercise's characteristic in complex function text book based on the indicator of mathematical reasoning ability. The research data analysis is done through four steps. First step, describing the indicator of reasoning ability that will be used as reference in data analysis. Second step, the research data in exercises are described based on its characteristic. Third step, analysis is done through exercises that have been described based on indicator of reasoning ability. Fourth step is interpreting the analysis result and serve it into diagram. The composition of mathematical reasoning ability spreading in this research is processed with the formula (1) as follows. Before analyzing the exercises in text book, first decide the indicator of mathematical reasoning ability that will be the basic of analysis. Based on the literature study and conformity with the material, are gained 7 indicators. They are (1) giving examples and non-examples , (2) arranging the proof based on applicable characteristic, (3) making a conjecture, (4) verifying the conjecture, (5) identifying the necessary and sufficient condition of a statement, (6) generalizing a statement using known characteristics, and (7) using analogy and informal explanation about the reason of the conjectures.
The result of analysis through some question in Complex Function text book is stated by Table 1 .
Based on the analysis result through questions in complex function text book, can be distributed mathematical reasoning indicator in each sub chapter that is stated at The total of question that are analyzed in this research is 246 Exercise type and 68 Focus on Concepts type. The questions spread into 7 sub chapter. The total of question for each sub- Table  4 . Besides the reasoning question, Complex Function Text Book also consists of routine exercise question. From 246 question that are analyzed, 174 questions are non-reasoning question. Table 5 gives the example of non-reasoning question. The seventh of mathematical reasoning indicator that have already reviewed before just appeared in reasoning type of exercises. Each indicator appears with different frequentation. Look From the percentage, question with indicator using the analogy and informal explanation about the reason of making conjecture has the least percentage, 1, 33 %. Question with indicator doing generalization by known characteristic and give the example and non example appear with the same percentage, 5.33%. Next, the question with indicator verifying the conjecture has the percentage of appearance 6.67%. Indicator identifying the necessary and sufficient conditions of a statement gets 10.67%. The question by indicator making a conjecture has a percentage of 16%. Question with indicator arranging proof based on the applicable characteristic is the much dominated all the questions, which is 60 % of appearance.
Commonly, Complex Function subject is a study that involves the properties and characteristics in the set of complex number. In this research, the material of complex function that is reviewed is related with analytic functions and elementary functions. The material of analytic function consist of sub chapter about differentiability, analyticity, Cauchy-Riemann equation, and harmonic function, meanwhile the material of elementary functions contain of exponential and logarithmic function, complex powers, trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, and invers trigonometric and hyperbolic function. If it saw from its characteristic, most of the materials discuss about criteria and characteristics. For example, in differentiability material, it is discussed about differentiability criteria of a function. In material of exponential and logarithmic functions, it is discussed about the characteristic of a mapping by exponential and logarithmic function. From here, it can be understood that the much reasoning indicator is arrange proof based on applicable properties.
Sometimes, material with this characteristic traps with procedural question that related with finding the solving problem using behavior and characteristic that have been given. Therefore, most of question in this material is non reasoning question. The question of non-reasoning that appear more focus on university students' understanding in using definition, theorem, or the characteristics that are given in solving problem. However, mathematical reasoning still strives for being developed integrate in every subject at Program study of Mathematic education. This thing is the same as [7] that is the development of cognitive level instrument go through reasoning level and not only knowledge and application are needed to be done. Once in the strategy choice resolving problem is still related with reasoning process, however this thing can be finished by the superficial of mathematic ability.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
On the effort of developing mathematical reasoning ability of university student, every subject is hoped can integrate the reasoning into the colleague in the class. Text book as one of supporter at learning process consist of task component like exercise. This exercise should be chosen appropriately for supporting the purpose of learning as wish.
From the result of discussion is gained that most of the task in two chapters of text book that is examined, most of them contain of non-reasoning exercises. On Exercises group, 13% of exercises contains of question with reasoning type. From Focus on Concepts group, 86% questions are reasoning question. The most appear indicator is arranging the proof based on applicable properties. The least is indicator using analogy and informal explanation about the reason of making conjecture in this text book.
Non reasoning question that are found in this text book can give advantage for practicing the skill of counting and student's algebra manipulation. However, lecture need to reexamine what ability that wants to be developed for university student and then choose the appropriate task based on the indicator that is determined. For fulfilling the understanding needs related with definition, theorem, and applicable character can be given exercise to Exercises group. Question from this group can be given after the lecture explains definition or theorem in certain topic. Thus, the university student can more understandable in the using. For supporting the development of university student's reasoning ability, the task is better to be given by using this book, about questions in Focus on Concepts group.
